AGENDA
Historic Yorktown Design Committee
York Hall
East Room
301 Main Street, Yorktown
September 18, 2019
7:00 PM

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. New Business
4. Approval of Minutes
a. October 17, 2018 meeting
b. February 20, 2019 meeting
5. Applications for Certificates of Appropriateness
a. Application No. HYDC-163-19, Grace Episcopal Church, 109 Church Street
b. Application No. HYDC-164-19, Scott and Julie Reichle, 234 Nelson Street
c. Application No. HYDC-165-19, Yorktown Village Apartments, 311 Ballard Street
6. Old Business
7. Reports / Member Concerns
8. Adjourn

Historic Yorktown Design Committee
Minutes
October 17, 2018
East Room
York Hall
301 Main Street
Yorktown, Virginia
Members Attending:

Carolyn Weekley, Chair
Robert Andrade, Vice Chair
Robert Hodson, Member
Belinda Willis, Alternate

Staff Attending:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP, Senior Planner

Chairwoman Weekley called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
Minutes
The minutes of the August 15, 2018 meeting were approved unanimously.
Old Business
None
Applications for Certificates of Appropriateness
Application No. HYDC-151-18, Grace Episcopal Church, 109 Church Street
Mr. Anderson stated that this application seeks approval to replace the existing
driveway lighting, to place a facing on the interior retaining wall along driveway,
and to add a mirror to the upper driveway at 109 Church Street. He presented the
staff memorandum.
In staff’s opinion, the proposed changes to the existing driveway lighting and adding
the safety mirror to the upper driveway on the property are consistent with the
Design Guidelines. The proposed lighting on the fencing and wall will not be
significantly visible from the adjacent property and the lighting will be directed
downward and installed on the inward facing portion of the post to avoid light
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pollution to the adjacent properties. The proposed changes to the retaining walls
interior face along driveway seem to be appropriate, as it is proposed to match the
color of the existing brick; however, without an example of the proposed material it
is difficult to provide a complete recommendation. The applicants have brought
materials to the meeting, so the HYDC can discuss the appropriateness of the
material.
The proposed changes are consistent with the historic design guidelines and merit
approval. Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee find the proposal
consistent with the guidelines and that the application be approved, subject to the
following condition:
1. The proposed changes shall be installed in accordance with the features
as depicted on the “Detailed Description Attachment” presented with the
application and received on September 21, 2018.
Chairwoman Weekley asked if the applicant had any comments.
Ms. Elizabeth Wash, the applicant’s representative, and Ms. Pam Mason, the
Church’s senior ward, were in attendance in support of the application. Ms. Wash
stated that the application was submitted primarily for safety reasons which explains
the requested location of the lighting along the lower side of the rail, as well as the
installation of a convex mirror near the top of the driveway.
Mr. Hodson expressed concern relative to the requested location of the handrail
lights as it was suggested that a lower location may be more aesthetically pleasing,
while providing a needed safety feature.
For clarification purposes, Mr. Anderson explained that the following requests will
require the Committee’s consideration and approval:
 Reconcile the interior facing of the wall where the holes are located with a
material that will either complement or match the existing material;
 Installation of lighting along the handrail; and
 Installation of a convex mirror at the top of the driveway.
Mr. Anderson pointed out that the lights on the interior facing side of the driveway
on the block wall were approved at the last meeting so they do not require
consideration/action by the Committee this evening. Although the proposed
landscaping does not require the Committee’s approval, the applicant brought
landscape drawings to enhance the Committee’s understanding of the application.
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He stated that staff is recommending approval of the retaining wall; however, the
material to be used in this portion of the project should be specified in the approval
motion.
Mr. Anderson stated that the applicants have requested the Committee’s opinion on
their preference for the window configuration with the previously approved door
and window styles of the Mansard style home. They would like to be able to use
either design for the first floor windows and doors for either of the two styles they
submitted for the August meeting. The HYDC approved Option B, which was the
cottage style and had a double door and two large windows. The Mansard style has
the double doors, but four double hung sash windows. This change would not be a
substantive change and would not need approval from the HYDC.
Mr. Andrade asked for some clarification on which window style the applicants
were asking for and if the dormers would change.
Ms. Wash stated that the second story windows would not change and they were
only asking about the first floor windows. They like both options, but since the
Committee suggested the larger windows, they wanted to see how the HYDC felt.
Mr. Andrade stated that he liked the Mansard style home windows.
Ms. Wash then went on to explain the sample material that she brought for the
Committee’s consideration is proposed to cover the foam used to fill the gaps in the
retaining wall. She stated that an exterior grade Styrofoam will fill the gap and a
deck coating material, colored to match the existing wall, will be applied on top of
the foam. She stated that the contractor could, if the Committee preferred, use wood
to fill the gap and coat it with the same exterior material to make it more durable.
This technique, she explained has been used by their contractor at Busch Gardens
and Colonial Williamsburg. Lastly, she stated that their contractor had also provided
an additional option, i.e. to fill and cover the wall gaps with larger stones which
would incorporate another color into the project.
Mr. Andrade asked about how the fill material stayed within the gaps.
Ms. Wash said they could use glue or some other material to keep it in place. She
further opined that the existing wall adjacent to the driveway is crucial as it holds
the driveway in place. She stated that the Church, subsequent to re-grading the
driveway to provide a gentler slope, will determine if the wall can be lowered.
However, she emphasized that safety is the chief factor in all of the considerations.
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Ms. Wash stated that it would not be feasible to cut matching brick to fill the holes
and to do so would require that the entire surface be covered which would be cost
prohibitive and would make the wall material inconsistent with its other side.
Mr. Hodson expressed concern with using a material that would not last and would
end up looking inappropriate for the site. The freeze cycle could make the material
fall out. He wondered about putting a brick façade along that side of the wall.
Ms. Wash stated that they wanted to be consistent with both sides of the wall so it
matches. The Styrofoam referred to earlier in the meeting is called foam core and is
made for exterior use, so the concern regarding possible deterioration is unfounded.
However, should the Committee prefer wood plugs covered with the exterior
material, the Church would be pleased to use this material instead. She stated that
the foam/wood core and texturizing material would be applied post construction to
ensure it is not damaged during the project.
Mr. Andrade asked if you could cut matching bricks to fit in the holes.
Ms. Wash said that the brick was special ordered and she was unsure if more can be
ordered again.
Mr. Hodson said that if the entire interior wall was resurfaced either with brick or
pressure treated wood, you could not be able to see the holes.
Mr. Wash stated that the re-grading should limit what you see and the holes might
not be visible and this might be a moot point.
Mr. Hodson said that he would like to see it first, because he is concerned that the
material will not weather well.
Ms. Wash said that she would contact the contractor to inquire how well other
project(s), which were completed using similar materials, aged/weathered.
Mr. Anderson stated that if the Committee is not prepared to vote specifically on the
filling/covering of the holes, this portion of the application can be tabled and
considered at a future meeting when the applicant has samples of the product for the
Committee’s consideration.
Mr. Hodson stated that he does not feel comfortable approving something without
seeing it tonight. In the future, once the surface of the driveway has been done, then
the applicant could do a few examples that the Committee could walk over and see
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the variety of types. He is worried about putting to many different styles on the
property.
The Committee and applicants discussed a variety of textures that could match the
existing brick that would be cost effective for the church and still look aesthetically
pleasing.
Chairwoman Weekley asked the Committee how they wished to proceed with the
application, to which it was suggested they vote on it in sections. As such, she asked
for a motion on the requested lighting.
There being no further discussion, Mr. Andrade moved to approve the proposed
lighting to be installed along the handrail in accordance with the features as depicted
on the “Detailed Description Attachment” presented with the application and
received on September 21, 2018.
Ms. Weekley asked if there was any discussion.
Mr. Hodson said that he thought the lighting would be lighting the foot path and not
be so high on the rail.
Ms. Wash stated that for safety reasons, they want to light the hand rail and the foot
path which is why they placed them above the rail.
Discussion occurred around the height of the lights and where they would be located
on the railing. There was also discussion about which light style to use and the color
that should be used to blend them into the railing and the wall.
By voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously.
Ms. Weekley said the next item would be the mirror.
Mr. Hodson asked why there was a need for the mirror.
Ms. Wash explained that re-grading the driveway is a top priority in the project as
the current grade is so steep it is a safety hazard to pedestrians and motorists. She
stated that although the requested convex mirror is not aesthetically pleasing, it will
serve an important purpose by enabling motorists and pedestrians to see one another
in time to avoid conflicts. She cannot predict whether the re-grading will eliminate
the need for the mirror. She continued by stating that subsequent to the re-grading,
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if possible they plan to lower the existing wall, making it the same height as the first
section of the fence at the base.
Although several Committee members expressed an aversion to the proposed
mirror, they agreed that it was a needed safety feature. As such, the Committee
suggested that this portion of the request be tabled until it is determined whether it
is needed.
Ms. Wash stated that the re-grading should commence shortly; however, the
driveway will not be paved until the entire project is completed. She pointed out
that the Church is concerned about maintaining the integrity of the existing wall;
however, the contractor that initially constructed the wall is performing the regrading so they will know how to maintain its stability. Once the re-grading is
complete, the wall can be scrutinized to determine if the top section can be removed
for aesthetic purposes without compromising safety.
Subsequent to a brief discussion, the Committee’s consensus was to temporarily
approve the requested mirror until the re-grading is completed and it is determined
whether or not it should be made permanent for safety reasons.
Mr. Andrade moved to approve the requested mirror, in accordance with the features
as depicted on the “Detailed Description Attachment” presented with the application
and received on September 21, 2018.
By voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously.
The HYDC’s consensus was to table the request to fill and cover the holes until the
applicant provides the requested samples.
Although the Committee’s approval was not required, Mr. Anderson stated that the
applicant would like the HYDC’s input as to whether cottage style or Mansard style
windows should be installed on the lower, front windows of the house. In response,
the Committee expressed no preference for either option.
In closing, Ms. Wash informed the Committee that the Church had incorporated its
suggestions regarding the back of house as they had added a window in the study
and a portico over the back door.
The Committee thanked Ms. Wash and the Church for their hard work to implement
all of the improvements.
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Ms. Wash stated that the contractor is now recommending a metal rail on the back
deck railing rather than the picket style that was approved.
Mr. Anderson added that the minutes from the June meeting state that the approved
picket fence railing for the deck is to be similar to other fences in the neighborhood.
He reminded the Committee that any variance from that which was approved would
require the submission of a new application.
Ms. Wash stated that since the Church is currently addressing numerous
construction issues that this decision will be delayed until a future date.
During the Committee’s discussion, concern was again expressed over the
previously approved picket fence railing for the deck.
Ms. Wash suggested that perhaps a traditional deck railing should be constructed as
opposed to the approved picket fence railing. She recommended that should the
deck appear too obtrusive with the installation of a picket fence, lattice or
landscaping below it would minimize the visual impact of the deck’s height.
Although the former Committee had approved the picket style fence railing, the
current Committee appeared to support a traditional deck railing with a picket fence
being erected along the ridge at the front of the property.
Ms. Wash stated that this matter could be resolved at a future meeting unless the
Committee wished to address it this evening.
Mr. Anderson stated that the Committee could not make a decision at this meeting,
as the letters to adjacent owners did not mention that this would be an item of
discussion.
In addition, several Committee Members stated that they wished to first visit the
property to better understand the request before voting on the request. As such and
at the Committee’s request, Ms. Wash agreed to place a pole in the ground so that
the members would have a better idea of where the deck will be located and its
approximate height.
New Business
Mr. Anderson asked if the Committee would like to consider adopting Rules of
Procedure that will specify, among other things, how long public speakers may
address the Committee similar to how the Planning Commission allows speakers.
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He also inquired if the Committee would like to extend the application deadline in
order to provide additional time for adjacent property owners to craft their
opinions/comments on applications, as well as, to provide staff additional time in
which to prepare staff memos and to properly notify adjacent property owners.
Mr. Hodson said that when he filed his application he missed it by a day and he had
to wait two months before he could have his case heard. He would prefer not to
make applicants wait.
Mr. Andrade said that he has not experienced a concern about speakers taking too
long and the last meeting was a bit of an exception. He would prefer to allow
speakers to take the time they need to address their concerns.
The HYDC decided to leave the speaker time open and to keep the deadline date as
is for now.
Reports/Member Concerns
Ms. Weekley asked about the delayed completion of the ramp at the Drane’s house
at 232 Bacon Street.
Mr. Anderson stated that the delay had been noticed by the staff and a zoning
violation has been issued to the property.
Mr. Hodson said he was pleased to see the screening of the dumpster at the Pub.
Has there been any progress on the Duke of York Hotel dumpster.
Mr. Anderson explained that the area was previously was a roadway, so he is in the
process of contacting the Virginia Department of Transportation in order to obtain
their permission to install screening at this location. He is unsure if it can be done,
but he is investigating.
Mr. Hodson asked about vending machines at the Duke of York Hotel that can be
seen from Water Street. Is there any guidance on these machines not being seen by
the public?
Mr. Anderson stated that the placement of these vending machines, like several
others in this area, were likely grandfathered, though the guidelines do say they need
to be hidden.
Adjourn
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There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:48 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Earl W. Anderson, Secretary
Approved by HYDC: _____________________________

Historic Yorktown Design Committee
Minutes
February 20, 2019
East Room
York Hall
301 Main Street
Yorktown, Virginia
Members Attending:

Carolyn Weekley, Chair
Robert Andrade, Vice Chair
Belinda Willis, alternate – voting member
Jose Longoria, alternate

Staff Attending:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP

Ms. Weekley called the meeting to order at 6:53 PM.
Minutes
The minutes of the January 16, 2019 meeting were approved unanimously.
Old Business
The committee discussed the coordination with the Chischiak Watch Architectural Control
Committee. Mr. Anderson presented the new application that added the clarification that if
the property is located in the Chischiak Watch area it may need to be reviewed by the
Chischiak Watch Architectural Control Committee.
Mr. Longoria asked about the memorandum and the County Attorney’s opinion.
Mr. Anderson stated that the County cannot enforce private covenants between private
property owners and the County Attorney thought the best route would be to address it
within the initial application submittal.
The Committee was satisfied with the adjustment to the application.
New Business
Application No. HYDC-159-19, Scott and Julie Reichle, 234 Nelson Street
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Mr. Anderson stated that this application submitted by Scott and Julie Reichle, the
applicant, seeks approval for the design of the proposed renovations to an existing single-family
detached home on property located at 234 Nelson Street. The proposed renovations would consist
of replacing the existing windows with new divided light windows; relocating and expand the
existing side windows along the driveway; removing existing shutters; removing the aluminum
siding and replace with smooth Hardiplank siding; painting the structure with CW 807 Market
Square Tavern Gray, SW 2923 Rock Clay, or SW 2841 Weathered Shingle; replacing the front
door and sidelights with new design; installing new door knob and associated hardware; installing
a car pull off Nelson Street; and replacing the existing walkway with pavers or exposed aggregate.
Mr. Anderson stated that it is staff’s opinion that the proposed renovations to the structure are fully
consistent with the Design Guidelines and with the character of surrounding structures and the
Historic Core. Staff believes that the proposed construction will be visually appealing and that it
merits approval. Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee find the proposal consistent
with the Guidelines and that the application be approved, subject to the following conditions:
The renovation shall be constructed in accordance with the narrative descriptions and
submitted materials and pictures and with the supplementary information presented with
the application and received January 30, 2019.

Mr. Andrade asked about the material for the car pull off and the sidewalk.
Mrs. Reichle said they wanted to do brick pavers to match the foundation and extend the
exposed aggregate sidewalk to the pull off.
Mr. Andrade asked if there were any other homes with brick paver pull offs.
Ms. Weekley said yes, there is a two-car pull off at the house on the corner of Bacon and
Main Streets, Mrs. O’Hare’s house.
Mr. Andrade said he was happy with the brick pavers, as long as they have been used
somewhere else in the village.
Mr. Reichle said they are happy to answer any questions.
Mrs. Reichle stated that they have been working to keep it Colonial and they have been
working with an architect to maintain and improve the property.
Ms. Weekley opined that the proposed improvements are going to make the house very
attractive.
Mr. Andrade stated that he very much liked the louvre/screen door that is proposed.
Mrs. Reichle stated that the door hardware and the lights would be a matching material.
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Ms. Weekley asked if the trim would be same color as the house.
Mrs. Reichle said the trim would be painted white.
Mr. Andrade asked if the shutters would be put back on.
Mrs. Reichle stated that they are going to take them off and not put them back on the house.
Mr. Reichle said they are currently ornamental and if they were going to put them back on,
then they would put real shutters on the house.
Mrs. Reichle said they were going to remove the ornamental molding above the windows
and make it match all around the house.
Mr. Longoria asked about the Hardiplank and if they planned to use the smooth with no
bead, so there will not be an outline of the planking at all.
Mrs. Reichle stated that Mr. Longoria was correct. It would not have the little bevel.
The Committee discussed other places where there was bead and no bead so the Reichles
could see what it looked like.
Mr. Reichle asked if the Committee would approve allowing either once they look.
Ms. Weekley said it would not be a problem to allow the flexibility.
Mr. Longoria wanted to clarify that there were no gutters on the house.
Mrs. Reichle said they are only on the back.
Ms. Weekley asked of there were French drains.
Mr. Reichle said there were not.
Mrs. Willis said she felt that the proposal was going to make a great improvement to the
property.
Ms. Weekley asked if there were any other comments.
There being no further discussion Mr. Andrade moved approval of the application to find
the proposal consistent with the Guidelines and that the application be approved, subject
to the following conditions:
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The renovation shall be constructed in accordance with the narrative descriptions and
submitted materials and pictures and with the supplementary information presented with
the application and received January 30, 2019.
By voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously.
Staff Reports
Mr. Anderson stated there were several administrative approvals over the last month and
he reviewed them with the Committee. Approvals included the painting the pump house
on Water Street, the second story addition to the rear of the Hornsby House Inn, the
sidewalk and railing from the new parking area next to the old Red Coats Antiques
building, and fencing for the Moss property.
The Kings have submitted a request to add gutters to the house and deck; however, Mr.
Anderson said he asked them to wait until they have gotten approval from the Chischiak
Watch Architectural Control Committee. It has been paused until the approvals from this
group has been completed.
Mr. Longoria gave an update to the current approvals the Chischiak Watch Architectural
Control Committee.
Committee Requests
None
There being no further business to come before the Committee, the meeting was adjourned
at 7:24 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
Earl W. Anderson, Secretary
Approved by HYDC: _____________________________

COUNTY OF YORK
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 12, 2019 (HYDC Mtg. 9/18/19)

TO:

Historic Yorktown Design Committee

FROM:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: Application No. HYDC-163-19, Grace Episcopal Church, 109 Church
Street: Request to review interior existing driveway, front yard deck railing,
gutters, house paint color, deck material, and roofing material
Background
A previous request for this property was presented to the HYDC at their regular meeting
on August 15, 2018 during which the committee approved the demolition of the previous
single-family detached dwelling and approved the construction of a new single-family
detached dwelling at the setbacks previously approved by the Board of Supervisors. In
addition the HYDC approved the color of the retaining wall blocks, and the installation of
lighting along the fencing bordering the driveway. The HYDC followed up on October 17,
2018 with additional approvals to replace the driveway lighting and the use of a convex
mirror. The HYDC also considered the facing material for the interior retaining wall;
however, the facing material was not approved, as the HYDC requested to see how the
material would specifically look within the wall before they would approve it.
Previously, on June 22, 2016, the Church had requested and the committee approved the
renovation and construction of additions to the existing structure and deck; construction of
a retaining wall, outside elevator and fencing. Subsequent to the meeting, the applicant
appealed the HYDC’s decisions requiring a one-foot offset for the addition to the house
and the design for the elevator, retaining wall, and fencing to the Board of Supervisors.
The Board reviewed and approved the appeal at their August 16, 2016 meeting, thereby
overturning the HYDC’s approval and supporting the original submittals for those design
elements. The Board also approved two Yorktown Village Activity permits reducing the
front and side setbacks and increasing the church-related use of the structure by 310 square
feet of floor area.
Issue
This application, submitted by Grace Episcopal Church, with applicant representative
Elizabeth Wash, seeks review of the facing of the interior existing driveway and approval
of a new front yard deck railing, new gutters, the house paint color, the deck material, and
the roofing material at 109 Church Street.
The applicant has requested that the facing requested for the interior facing retaining wall
be closed as the wall has been lowered and the gaps between the bricks are no longer visible
from Church Street. Staff agrees that the gaps are not visible from Church Street.
Additionally, the removal of the vinyl rail along the top part of the wall has brought the
visibility down. The vinyl was replaced with a wood material.
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Pertinent Design Guidelines
The subject property is located in the Historic Core, as defined by the Yorktown Historic
District and Design Guidelines. According to County property records, the existing
structure is under construction as of a few months ago, therefore, it is considered to be a
Non-Contributing Building (1946 or later construction) making it subject to the standards
for Site Planning and Landscape Alterations and New Construction – Residential
Construction (see standards beginning on page 28 and 38, respectively of the Design
Guidelines).
The Site Planning and Landscape Alterations standards are summarized below, along with
staff comments:
Standard
Views
New construction and alteration of existing construction
should be undertaken with appropriate recognition of its
impact on views toward significant features and
resources, as well as impacts on views from those
resources and other vantage points. However, although
such considerations are important, they should not be
deemed so controlling as to limit the construction rights
accorded by the basic development standards
established for Yorktown.

Changes of Grade - Existing grades should be retained
to the extent possible to ensure proper drainage,
erosion control, and good soil management practices
throughout the Historic District.
Walls and Fences
e. Existing boundary walls, fences and hedges that
contribute to the character of the Historic District
should be retained and maintained.

Comments
The home faces Water Street, but is not fully visible
from the beach front or the historic Grace Church due
to the site’s topography. At their meeting on June 22,
2106, the HYDC conditioned the deck’s perimeter
railing system to be consistent with the picket fence
style shown in the illustration on page 78 of the
Yorktown Historic Design Guidelines, subsection No.
3, left-hand side. The applicants are requesting this be
altered and allowed to be a standard deck railing made
of white powder coated metal.

No topographic changes are proposed.

No changes proposed to the previously approved.

f. Wooden picket fences are an appropriate type of
fencing to use when defining property lines and
public rights-of-way.

The previous white vinyl fence was removed and
replaced with a wooden material.

g. Wrought iron and composite wood or woodsubstitute products or synthetic fence materials may
be considered on a case-by-case basis.

No changes proposed.

h. Chain link, unfaced concrete, concrete block, or
plywood fences are not considered appropriate in the
Historic District.

None proposed.

i. Unless necessary as retaining walls, the use of walls
to define the front property line of residential lots
should be avoided. In such cases, retaining walls
should be constructed of or faced with brick.

No changes proposed to the previously approved.
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j. Stone, unfaced concrete, concrete block, or timber
retaining walls are not appropriate except where they
will not be visible, and then only on a case-by-case
basis.

No changes proposed to the previously approved.

Patios and Terraces - Patios and terraces should be
located inconspicuously in side or rear yards.
Paving/surfacing materials should be compatible with
existing walks and paths.

No patios or terraces are proposed. The deck was
previously approved by the committee.

Mail and Newspaper Boxes - Plastic newspaper boxes,
mailbox stands and integrally molded mailboxes/stands
should not be used in the Historic District. Newspaper
boxes should be incorporated into wooden mailbox
supports or otherwise concealed in inconspicuous
locations.

None are proposed.

Site Furnishings and Appurtenances
a. On properties other than single-family detached
residential, site furnishings such as benches, trash
receptacles, and bicycle racks should be selected to
be compatible with the setting in which they will be
located and the overall streetscape character. Such
furnishings should be constructed of durable, yet
appropriate, materials and will be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis to assure consistency with the
character of the particular setting and the historic
area as a whole.
b. If located outside buildings, vending machines shall
be screened from view from rights-of-way, public
walkways, and adjacent properties by architectural
features, landscaping, fencing or combinations
thereof.

None are proposed.

None are proposed.

A summary listing of the New Construction – Residential Construction standards, along
with staff comments regarding compliance follows:
Standard
In general, reconstructions or duplications of pivotal structures
should be avoided. On occasion, however, the National Park
Service may find it desirable to undertake such reconstructions on
its properties in support of interpretation programs for the village or
battlefield. Such reconstructions are appropriate if they are based on
scholarly research involving archaeological and or historical
evidence as to the siting, form, appearance, and materials of the
original resource, and if it is clearly stated in the interpretation effort
that the building or feature is a reconstruction.

Comments
No changes proposed to the previously
approved.
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Setbacks – With the exception of scholarly reconstructions intended
for interpretive use, new residential construction should have a
setback equal to or greater than that of existing structures on either
side along the primary street frontage of the lot or of any adjacent
pivotal buildings.

The setbacks for the structure were
previously approved by the Board of
Supervisors.

Orientation of Primary Buildings - The principal entrance façade of
the primary structure should be oriented to the property’s principal
street frontage. In the case of structures located on corner or through
lots, the primary structure may have its principal entrance façade
oriented to either of the streets. However, where one of the
frontages is Main Street, orientation should be to that street.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Size and Scale
(a) Building height should not exceed two stories above grade at
the principal façade.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) The principal block of all primary buildings should be between
thirty (30) feet and fifty (50) feet in length and between twenty
(20) feet and forty (40) feet in width.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) On original lots, as defined herein, the footprint of the primary
structure (including porches, wings, etc.) should not exceed
30% of the total lot area.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(d) The footprint of dependencies should not exceed 25% of the
footprint of the principal block of the primary structure on the
lot.

No new dependencies are proposed.

(e) Dependencies should not exceed the height of the primary
structure or one and one-half stories, whichever is less.
Form and Massing
(a) Building designs should be a single rectangular box-like form
or a similar principal form with subordinate rectangular wings.

No new dependencies are proposed.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) The need for increased square footage should be
accommodated through the use of one or more smaller attached
wings or detached dependencies rather than creating a massive
or monolithic appearance within the principal block.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) Wings should be attached to the sides or rear of the principal
block, either directly or through the use of a connector such as
a breezeway.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(d) Side wings should be set back from the plane of the principal
façade by a minimum of one (1) foot.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.
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Roof Form
(a) Gabled or hipped roofs should be used for all primary
buildings (including the roofs of both the principal block and
its wings).

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) Roof pitch should be in the range of 9:12 to l2:12

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) Dormers should encompass only the width of the window and
have roofs that match the form and pitch of the main roof.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Architectural Elements
Foundation Materials - Brick-faced foundations should be used for
all buildings.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Wall Materials
(a) Brick or wood clapboard siding wall materials should be used
for primary residential structures. Clapboard siding should be
used for outbuildings.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) Only Virginia red brick of uniform, standard size should be
used. No old, variegated, mottled, rubbed, glazed, or other
specialty bricks should be used. Common and American bonds
are appropriate; Flemish, English, and other period or
decorative bonds are not. Mortar should be in a beige-to-tan
color range.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) Wood clapboard siding (horizontal orientation) that is suitable
for painting is the preferred siding material. Composite wood
products and other wood substitute or synthetic sidings may be
considered if they are indistinguishable in outward appearance
and compatibility from an otherwise approvable standard wood
product.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Roof Materials
(a) Wood or asphalt/fiberglass shingles are the preferred materials.
Slate or composite roofing materials may be considered on a
case-by-case basis.
(b) Roofing materials should be compatible in color with the
exterior color of the building

The narrative states that shingles will be
Timberline High Definition either
Williamsburg Slate or Slate color.
Shingle color will complement the color
chosen for the exterior walls and be a gray
shingle with red or brown specks.
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Doors
(a) Only one entry door should be provided on the front façade of
the principal block or any outbuilding. The entry door should
be a single, wooden, raised panel door with or without lights
and should be painted.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) Steel or composite doors may be used provided they have the
appearance of a wooden, raised panel door.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) All attached hardware should be simple in design and
appropriate to the character of the building and the district.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(d) Sliding glass doors should not be used on any elevation facing
a public right-of-way unless they are of a type that is
indistinguishable in appearance from an otherwise approvable
divided-light French-door arrangement.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Windows
(a) Double-hung sash windows with a vertical proportion should
be the predominant window type for any primary residential
structure and outbuilding.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) All windows on the principal façade(s) should be of uniform
size and double hung.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(c) No more than one elevation should employ a specialty window
type.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(d) Window sash may have multiple panes created by fixed or
snap-in muntins. Wood or wood-like composite material
windows with vinyl or metal cladding may be used. The use of
energy efficient windows is encouraged to eliminate the need
for exterior storm windows. Windowless side or rear elevations
that are visible from public rights-of-way should be avoided.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Shutters
Shutters should be used only if they are sized to fit the windows or
doors they are intended to cover.

No shutters are proposed.
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Porches, Stoops and Railings
(a) Porches and stoops should be consistent and compatible in
form with the principal block of the house, and simple in
character.

No porch or stoop is proposed, instead a
deck will be constructed along the front
and left side as approved previously. The
deck is compatible with the structure and
block type.

(b) Porches and stoops on the front façade should not be enclosed.

No enclosure is proposed.

(c) All porch supports, columns, posts, and railings should be
compatible with the overall design of the porch and the
residence and be constructed of wood or wood-like synthetic
or composite material that is painted.

The deck railing is currently approved to
have a picket style fence along the outer
edge. The applicant is requesting to
change this to a white powder coated
metal railing. Metal is not an allowed
material per the Guidelines. The narrative
cited the Guidelines section for
Commercial, Civic, and Institutional
Construction, which is not applicable
because the majority of the use of the
property is residential.

(d) All porch roofs should be pitched or hipped and compatible
with the roof form of the principal block.

No roof is proposed.

(e) Railings and balusters should employ square or turned pickets.

The applicant is proposing square pickets.

(f) All steps leading to porches and stoops should be of brick or
painted wood or wood-like synthetic construction.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(g) Porches and stoops on dependencies should be small,
unenclosed structures.

None are proposed.

Decks
Decks or unpainted wood structures of any kind should be located
only in rear yards. In the case of corner lots or through lots, views
of such structures located in the designated rear yard should be
screened from public rights-of-way by appropriate landscape
materials.

The deck was previously approved by the
HYDC. In this approval the use of the
picket style deck railing was to keep the
deck hidden. Removing this feature could
expose the deck to visibility from Water
Street. If the HYDC removes this
requirement, staff would recommend the
applicant be required to extend the picket
fence along the frontage from the adjacent
property or to plant additional landscaping
to prevent view of the deck.
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Chimneys
(a) Brick should be used for all chimneys visible from a public street
right-of-way, whether the chimney is internal or external to the
structure.

No chimney is proposed.

(b) Variation in width from firebox to the cap may be appropriate for
external end chimneys if such variation is compatible with the
overall design.

No chimney is proposed.

(c) Articulation of the cap through brick corbelling may be desirable
if compatible with the overall design.

No chimney is proposed.

(d) The use of metal flue pipes/chimneys should be limited to
portions of the structure not visible from public street rights-ofway or other publicly accessible spaces. In any event, if such
metal flues are used, they should be painted to match or blend
with the color of the roof through which they protrude.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

Gutters and Downspouts
(a) The use of ground gutters is encouraged.

Gutters will be fascia-mounted.

(b) If fascia-mounted guttering is used, it should be metal with a
half-round configuration, painted to match the color of the eave
fascia, or such other style deemed appropriate to the style of
the structure.

The applicant is proposing LeafGuard
aluminum gutters (see attached). These
are not consistent with the Guidelines
unless the HYDC determine it is
appropriate to the style of the structure.

(c) Downspouts should be of round cross-section or other shape
appropriate to the style of the structure, and painted to match
the color of the wall surface to which they are attached.

The downspouts are proposed to be
square, which is not consistent with the
Guidelines.

(d) Gutters and downspouts should not be used on outbuildings
and dependencies unless the site development cannot
accommodate anticipated roof drainage. If gutters and
downspouts are used, they should be consistent with the above
guidelines.

No outbuildings are proposed.

Color
(a) Paint colors for all exterior wood surfaces (excluding fences)
associated with new construction should be comprised of a
color or colors from the Yorktown Color Palette, as defined in
Appendix 3, Glossary. Other colors may be proposed and will
be considered on a case-by-case basis.
(b) In general, fences should be painted white; however, fence
finishes and colors will be evaluated on a case-by case basis to
ensure compatibility with the type of fence and the setting in
which located.

Exterior paint color proposed matches the
Yorktown Color Palette Bracken
Tenement Biscuit. The Hardiplank will be
pre-painted.
No new fences are proposed; however, if
the HYDC requires fencing it should be
painted white.
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Utilities
(a) Air conditioning should be provided through the use of central
systems with external components that can be effectively
screened from view with appropriate plant materials, solid
fences, walls, outbuildings or a combination of approaches.

No changes proposed to the previously
approved.

(b) If window or through-wall air conditioning units are used, they
should be located inconspicuously on side or rear elevations.

None are proposed.

(c) Exterior television antennas shall be prohibited. Satellite
dishes shall be located so as to prevent or minimize visibility
from public rights-of-way.

None are proposed.

Outbuildings and Dependencies
Not more than three (3) outbuildings or dependencies should be
constructed on a lot containing a primary residential structure. Their
design and construction must comply with applicable zoning
requirements and applicable guidelines for residential structures.
Garages
(a) Garages, whether attached or in a separate structure, should be
subordinate to the principal residence.

None are proposed.

None are proposed.

(b) Garage openings are not appropriate facing Main Street.
Openings visible from other public rights-of-way should have
operable, wood-paneled doors painted in a compatible color.

None are proposed.

(c) Wood-substitute, metal or synthetic material doors may be
considered on a case-by-case basis provide they have the
appearance of a standard wood-paneled door.

None are proposed.

Street Numbers
(a) Numerals not greater than four (4) inches in height may be
applied directly to the façade or to a fence or to a simple
signboard not to exceed six (6) inches in height. Such signs
should be of wood, painted to match the body and trim colors
of the associated residence or fence.
(b) Wood signs that are partially or entirely sandblasted or burned
are not appropriate.

Not indicated, but must be observed.

None are proposed.

Recommendation
Staff agrees with the applicant and recommends the HYDC close out the continuing review
of the interior existing driveway gaps between the bricks. The wall has been lowered and
the gaps are no longer evident from Church Street. Additionally, with the removal of the
white vinyl railing on the top of the wall, the wall has become much less visible. It is only
visible when you approach the driveway and see the slope down that the gaps would be
visible which is very minimal.
The previous approval by the HYDC to require the deck railing to have a picket style
fencing feature was to make sure the deck was not visible from Water Street. The
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Guidelines specify that decks “should be screened from public rights-of-way by
appropriate landscape materials”. The HYDC was not only concerned with viewing the
deck itself, but seeing the people congregating on the deck. Staff agrees that the deck
should be hidden from view, which could be accomplished with the extension of the
existing picket fence on the adjacent neighbor’s property across the frontage or with
landscaping along the frontage. This screening would allow the deck railing to not have
the picket fence style and hide the deck from view. With the removal of the pickets the
staff is concerned by the material type requested by the applicant for the deck railing. The
applicant has proposed a white powder coated metal railing, which is not consistent with
the materials allowed by the Guidelines. The applicant has noted in the narrative that metal
railings are allowed in the Guidelines section for Commercial, Civic, and Institutional
Construction; however, this structure has been considered residential with a minor
institutional use and has fallen under the residential use classification predominately. As
such, staff feels the materials should be consistent with the Guidelines for New Residential
Construction and “be constructed of wood or wood-like synthetic or composite material
that is painted”.
The proposed LeafGuard gutters are boxy shaped with a square downspout, rather than a
half round gutter and round downspout that the Guidelines identify. Other gutters are
allowed by the Guidelines, if the gutter is consistent with the style of the structure. The
LeafGuard gutters do appear to blend in with the fascia and do not appear to be as visible
as other gutters and could fit in with the style of the home. A rounded downspout should
be considered rather than the square downspout as required by the Guidelines.
The other proposed changes for the house color, deck material, and roofing material are
consistent with the Design Guidelines.
Staff recommends that the Committee find the proposal consistent with the guidelines and
that the application be approved, subject to the following condition:
1. The proposed changes shall be installed in accordance with the features as
depicted on the “Detailed Description Attachment” presented with the
application and received on August 28, 2019, except as noted below.
2. The deck railing shall be constructed of wood or wood-like synthetic or
composite material.
3. A white picket fence of equal height to the adjacent picket fencing at 105 and
107 Church Street shall be constructed across the frontage facing Water Street,
supplemented with landscaping, to block views of the deck.
4. The gutter downspouts shall be rounded.
Attachments
 Application, including all attachments
 Vicinity Map

APPLICANT Grace Episcopal Church

109 Church Street
Architectural review of driveway wall, gutters, deck railing, paint
color, decking, and shingles

VICINITY MAP
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COUNTY OF YORK
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

September 11, 2019 (HYDC Mtg. 9/18/19)

TO:

Historic Yorktown Design Committee

FROM:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP, Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Application No. HYDC-164-19, Scott and Julie Reichle, 234 Nelson Street: New
front and back yard fencing and new front walkway

Issue
This application, submitted by Scott and Julie Reichle seeks approval for the design of the
proposed renovations to an existing single-family detached home on property located at 234
Nelson Street.
The property was previously approved at the February 20, 2019 HYDC meeting for the
following improvements (many of the renovations have been completed):
 Replace the existing windows with new divided light windows;
 Relocate and expand the existing side windows along the driveway;
 Remove existing shutters;
 Remove the aluminum siding and replace with Hardiplank siding;
 Paint the structure with CW 807 Market Square Tavern Gray, SW 2923 Rock Clay, or
SW 2841 Weathered Shingle and white trim;
 Replace the front door and sidelights with new design and add louvre screen door;
 Install new door knob and associated hardware and matching outside light fixtures;
 Install a brick paver or exposed aggregate car pull-off off Nelson Street; and
 Replace existing walkway with pavers or exposed aggregate.
The proposed new renovations would consist of:
 Install a new white front yard picket style fence at the southwest and southeast corner of
the front yard;
 Replace the existing back yard board-on-board fence with new six foot (6’) white boardon-board with spacing;
 Repair and replace existing split rail fence between front and back yard on the western
side of the property;
 Install brick pavers around driveway; and
 Replace existing stepping stone walkway with solid bluestone and brick walkway.
The structure complies with the minimum setback requirements specified for the YVA –
Yorktown Village Activity district. None of the proposed improvements require any special
approvals by the Board of Supervisors.
Copies of the application, photos, and sketch of the proposed changes are attached.
Pertinent Design Guidelines
The subject property is located in the Historic Core, as defined by the Yorktown Historic District
and Design Guidelines. According to County property records, the existing structure was
constructed in 1995 and is considered to be Non-Contributing Building (1946 or later
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construction) making it subject to the standards set out for Site Planning and Landscape
Alterations (page 28) and Section I.C.2. (Page 37) of the Design Guidelines. The new windows,
siding, door, and repainting should be evaluated in accordance with those provisions. A summary
listing of those standards along with staff comment follows:

Standard

Comments

Site Planning and Landscape Alterations
Views – alterations should be done recognizing its impact on views
toward and from significant features and resources. Additionally,
ground-level utilities should be located in side and rear yards and
screened using solid fencing or evergreen plantings.

The proposed renovations to the structure
would be visible from the battlefield, but
not one with visitors. The changes would
significantly improve the structure.

Walks and Paths – residential walks and paths can include grass,
compacted dirt, brown pea stone, river stone, brick, bluestone or other
monolithic stone. New walkways should be of similar materials to
existing connected walks and paths.

The existing stepping stone walkway from
the homes sidewalk from Nelson Street to
the driveway is proposed to be replaced
with bluestone and brick pavers, which are
approved materials. Any new walkway
should match the one from Nelson Street.

Alleys, Driveways and Parking Areas - private, residential driveways
should be surfaced in grass, compacted soil/stone mixture, brown pea
stone/gravel, exposed aggregate concrete, or brick pavers and should
not exceed eleven feet (11’) in width. Additionally the driveway may
split or increase in width no closer than twenty-five feet (25’) from
the front property line.

The driveway is not proposed to be
increased in size, but is proposed to be
lined with brick pavers.

Walls and Fences – fences, walls, and hedges are part of the character
of the historic area and should be retained and maintained. Wooden
picket fences are appropriate and wrought iron, composite wood,
wood substitute products, and synthetic fence materials may be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

Two new white front yard picket style
fences at the southwest and southeast
corner of the front yard are proposed. The
fence is proposed to match the picket style
fence next door. The back yard fence
would have limited visibility from the
road. The split rail is existing and only
proposed to be repaired.

Patios and Terraces – should be located in side and rear yards and
surfaced with materials compatible to existing walks and paths.

No new patios or terraces are proposed.

Mail and Newspaper Boxes – should not be plastic and should
incorporate wooden supports or otherwise be concealed.

No new mail or newspaper boxes are
proposed.

Standard

Comments

Non-Contributing Properties (1946 or later)
Location of Additions - Additions should be located at the side or rear
of existing construction. Additions should be set back from the
corner(s) of existing construction by a minimum of one (1) foot.

No additions are proposed.

Size and Scale - New additions and outbuildings should not equal or
exceed the ground floor footprint of the principal building on the lot.

No additions are proposed.
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Form and Massing - Additions that have other geometric forms or
consist of complex massings of several forms should be avoided. The
construction of additional stories on existing construction should be
limited to one story. Such additions should be compatible with
existing construction in size, scale, materials, and overall façade
expression.

The proposed new fencing, driveway
improvements, and sidewalks are all in
conformance with the current design of the
structure and are an upgrade from the
existing materials granting the structure an
overall improvement.

Color - Colors for additions and existing construction should be
compatible with the paint colors of surrounding properties and
selected from the Yorktown Color Palette, as defined in Appendix 3,
Glossary. Other colors may be proposed and will be considered on a
case-by-case basis.

The proposed white paint color for new
fencing is part of the Yorktown Color
Palette.

Recommendation
In staff’s opinion, the proposed renovations to the property are fully consistent with the Design
Guidelines and with the character of surrounding structures and the Historic Core. Staff believes
that the proposed installations will be visually appealing and that it merits approval.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee find the proposal consistent with the
Guidelines and that the application be approved, subject to the following conditions:
The renovation shall be constructed in accordance with the narrative descriptions and
submitted materials and pictures and with the supplementary information presented with
the application and received August 28, 2019.
Attachments
 Application, including all attachments
 Vicinity Map

APPLICANT Scott and Julie Reichle

VICINITY MAP

234 Nelson Street
Architectural review of new front and backyard
fencing and new front walkway
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COUNTY OF YORK
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

September 10, 2019 (HYDC Mtg. 9/18/19)

TO:

Historic Yorktown Design Committee

FROM:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP, Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Application No. HYDC-165-19, Yorktown Village Apartments, 311 Ballard Street:
Replace existing louvered shutters with new paneled shutters

Issue
This application, submitted by Scott and Julie Reichle seeks approval for the design of new shutters
for the multi-family residential structure on property located at 311 Ballard Street. The proposed
changes would consist of replacing the existing black louvered shutters with new black paneled
shutters.
The structure does not comply with the minimum setback requirements specified for the YVA –
Yorktown Village Activity district. None of the proposed improvements require any special
approvals by the Board of Supervisors.
Copies of the application and pictures of existing and new shutters are attached.
Pertinent Design Guidelines
The subject property is located in the Historic Core, as defined by the Yorktown Historic District
and Design Guidelines. According to County property records, the existing structure was
constructed in 1966 and is considered to be Non-Contributing Building (1946 or later construction)
making it subject to the standards set out for Site Planning and Landscape Alterations (page 28)
and Section I.C.2. (Page 37) of the Design Guidelines. The new shutters should be evaluated in
accordance with those provisions. A summary listing of those standards along with staff comment
follows:

Standard

Comments

Site Planning and Landscape Alterations
Views – alterations should be done recognizing its impact on views
toward and from significant features and resources. Additionally,
ground-level utilities should be located in side and rear yards and
screened using solid fencing or evergreen plantings.

The proposed shutters would be visible
from the battlefield, but not one with
visitors. The changes would improve the
structure.

Standard

Comments

Non-Contributing Properties (1946 or later)
Location of Additions - Additions should be located at the side or rear
of existing construction. Additions should be set back from the
corner(s) of existing construction by a minimum of one (1) foot.

No additions are proposed.
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Size and Scale - New additions and outbuildings should not equal or
exceed the ground floor footprint of the principal building on the lot.

No additions are proposed.

Form and Massing - Additions that have other geometric forms or
consist of complex massings of several forms should be avoided. The
construction of additional stories on existing construction should be
limited to one story. Such additions should be compatible with
existing construction in size, scale, materials, and overall façade
expression.

The proposed new shutter design is in
conformance with the current design of the
structure and are an upgrade from the
existing shutters granting the structure an
overall façade improvement.

Color - Colors for additions and existing construction should be
compatible with the paint colors of surrounding properties and
selected from the Yorktown Color Palette, as defined in Appendix 3,
Glossary. Other colors may be proposed and will be considered on a
case-by-case basis.

The proposed black color for the shutters is
part of the Yorktown Color Palette.

Recommendation
In staff’s opinion, the proposed renovations to the structure are fully consistent with the Design
Guidelines and with the character of surrounding structures and the Historic Core. Staff believes
that the proposed new shutters will be visually appealing and that the application merits approval.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee find the proposal consistent with the
Guidelines and that the application be approved, subject to the following condition:
The renovation shall be constructed in accordance with the application narrative
description and submitted pictures received August 29, 2019.
Attachments
 Application, including all attachments
 Vicinity Map

APPLICANT Yorktown Village Apartments
311 Ballard Street

VICINITY MAP
APPLICATION NUMBER: HYDC-165-19

Architectural review of new shutters
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